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INTERNATIONAL TAX LAW - HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

� A history of international tax law

� Treaty Models – 1928 few treaties negotiated

� League of Nations model

� 1935 Model Convention

� Mexico Model (1943) & London Model (1946)

� OECD Model (1963) – Members negotiate 200 treaties by 1985

� UN Guidelines 1974 / UN Model 1980



TRANSFER PRICING – HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

� Transfer  Pricing

� US Regulations 1968: 

� Comparable Uncontrolled Price (CUP) where available

� Cost plus method, TNMM etc. 

� OECD Transfer Pricing Report, 1979

� US: GAO Report 1981, Tax Reform 1986, Comparable Profit 
Method (1988)

� OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines 1995 (updated in 2008 & 2010)

� United Nations Transfer Pricing Guidelines, 2012



IMPERIAL PARADIGM



[E-COMMERCE & TAXATION]
AN INSIGHT INTO DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGIES & ISSUES ARISING UNDER

TAXATION



CHANGING BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT (E-COMMERCE)

� E-commerce models – Lot more than mere selling through the internet

� Income taxation a worry? - a new wine in old bottle at least when it
comes to taxation

� Characterization of payments a vexed issue

� Server/ website – a fixed place of business

� Traditional principles of taxation are still being applied. For example:

� Determination of ALP using traditional TP methods

� Recognition of Permanent Establishment (PE)

� Source/residence attribution of profits - No solution found to source
taxation

� Old concepts of taxation may no longer be relevant particularly under the
treaties -

HOWEVER……. IS IT WORKABLE AND RIGHT APPROACH?



CHANGING BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT & TAXATION

� New technologies, new business models, new startups – e-commerce 
innovations across the board have changed how we live. Technology 
evolves faster than taxation. 

� We need to understand these new technology models affect our
traditional taxation constructs and update accordingly

� UN/OECD/India/ other countries and courts have expressed their 
views on e-commerce taxation 

� Let us examine a few of these online technology models used daily by 
millions and how they challenge current taxation concepts



E-COMMERCE – EVOLVING MEDIA

DIGITAL MARKETPLACES
� Apps

� Games

� Music

� Books

� Movies

� VOIP

� In-app purchases

� The Publishers

� The Marketplace

� Data centers

� Intermediaries

� Point of Sale

COMPONENTS OF DIGITAL MARKETPLACES



E-COMMERCE & TAXATION

TORRENT TECHNOLOGY
� P2P refers to peer-to-peer - disruptive

file sharing method of downloading from

peers

� Brilliant but effective idea “Download

from your fellow computers”

� Initially computers download different

bits of a file and thenceforth

share/download their bits amongst

themselves. (Initial seeding is done by

the “tracker” server)

� “Trackerless” P2P models have now

come into existence using the

technology of Distributed Hash Tables
(DHTs)

� One downloaded file may contain
pieces obtained from all over the
world in thousands of transactions!



E-COMMERCE & TAXATION

BIT COIN TECHNOLOGY

(VIRTUAL CURRENCY)
� Bitcoin is a virtual crypto-currency

where creation and transfer of bitcoins is

based on cryptographic protocols that is

independent of any central authority

� Bitcoins can be transferred through

computer or smartphone without an
intermediate financial institution!

� Processing of bitcoin transactions is

secured by servers called “bitcoin
miners” which communicate via P2P to

maintain a “ledger” of transactions

� Bitcoin use has spread like wildfire – you

can use it today for almost anything from

online gambling to pizza delivery!



E-COMMERCE & TAXATION

BIT COIN TECHNOLOGY (VIRTUAL CURRENCY) CONTD….

� Governments are grappling with bitcoin today:

� Germany in August 2013 termed it a “unit of account”

and intend to levy 25pc capital gains tax if held more

than a year

� Kind of tough to enforce as bitcoin transactions can be done

anonymously!

� Thailand seems to have banned Bitcoins altogether

� In future, taxpayers could be forced to disclose to the

IRS whether they are using PayPal™ accounts for the

virtual transfer of money



E-COMMERCE & TAXATION

CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORK [CDN] 
TECHNOLOGY � CDN is a large distributed system

of servers across the Internet

Goal to serve content to end-users with

high availability and high performance

� CDNs serve a large fraction of the
Internet content today

� Refreshing your sports webpage to

find local football match scores?

Your request may be routed to and

served by a computer in a faraway

country!

� Complicated models of CDN
(round-robin, location-based, traffic-

based etc.) exist today serving

millions of files every second over

the internet



E-COMMERCE & TAXATION

CONFERENCING TECHNOLOGY
� Immersive Conference Systems (not to 

mention standard Video Conferencing 
Systems) are used widely every day in 
business

� Skype™, Google™ Hangout,
Telepresence™ etc. are popular
business tools now used by millions

� Interesting questions arise:

� Business meetings, collaborative
work sessions, tele-medicine, legal
advise ….. uses are endless May
the use of systems by professionals
to impart advice be construed as a
service PE?

� What about transfer of
information using virtual
blackboard/whiteboards?

� What about transfer of data/files
using FTP, dropboxes, email?



E-COMMERCE & TAXATION

TOR - ANONYMITY ONLINE

TECHNOLOGY

� Tor is an online network for enabling 
anonymity:

• Tor directs Internet traffic through 
a free, worldwide, network 
consisting of thousands of relays to 
conceal a user's location or usage 
from anyone 

• Layers of encryption used via the 
relays

� Communication being protected is ideal 
but no idea or trace of between 
whom and what is happening. 

• “Transactions” are going to be very 
tough to enumerate

� Used by a variety of users worldwide –
security agencies, whistleblowers &
leakers, journalists, piracy etc.

� Meet the new frontier of taxation -
Anonymous transactions using
virtual currency!



E-COMMERCE & TAXATION

ONLINE ADVERTISING
� Search Ads -

• Advertisers are to bid for key
words

• Depending on the bid value –
the ads of the advertisers will be
placed at a high or low position
in the user search results

• Predominantly used by
companies like Google and
Yahoo

� Display Ads -

• Usual form of banners that are
posted on designated/ agreed
websites.

• With agreement with the
advertiser, the websites can be
local websites or global
websites



E-COMMERCE & TAXATION

ONLINE ADVERTISING – PRICING MODELS

CPM (Cost per Mille –or cost per thousand views)

▪ Advertiser pays Web-space owner (Google/Yahoo) based on the degree 

of exposure that user have to the ads

▪ This revenue is shared between Web-space owner (Google/Yahoo) with 

the online publisher (websites) where the website gets paid whenever a 

user clicks an ad

CPC (cost per click) 

▪ Revenue is generated ONLY when the user reacts to an advertisement as 

opposed to simply viewing it in the earlier model

▪ Small revenue for viewing .. but a significant payment when a product 

is purchased, registering for a service, through the ad

Key components to determine are
Characterisation of this income “intangible service (royalty)” or “service”

Determining the source of income
In case of service - attribution to place where the service has been rendered



DIGITAL WORLD - WHERE IS PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT?

What constitutes a PE? 

� Primary data centers

� Backup data centers

� Intercontinental lease lines

� Edge computing

� Private Cloud vs Public 

Cloud vs. Hybrid Cloud



TRADITIONAL TAXATION CONCEPTS REVISITED?

� New rules of e-commerce apply:

� No more state, country, continent boundary. Everyone is

everywhere

� Sharing is instantaneous, replication is trivial

� Complicated forms of Intangible property have evolved

� Valuation of intangibles burdensome as their sophistical evolves,

their tracking becomes harder while replication becomes easier

� Traditional taxation concepts revisited?

� What is a transaction - Can it be identified distinctly in all cases?

� Where is the source, residence, PE -Transactions spread over

the entire world!

� Quantum (#) of transactions may be huge - Millions of

transactions transacted in seconds

� Value of individual transaction may be minute - Micropayments

are common now



EMERGING ISSUES UNDER E-COMMERCE ENVIRONMENT

Characteristics of digital 
marketplaces

� Reseller vs. Agent

� Royalties for content

� Global revenue sharing models

� Sites of transaction

� E-payments & virtual currency

� Sensitive PII

Areas for discussion

� Business Income vs

Royalty

� Withholding Tax

� Invoices vs payment 

receipts

� Indirect tax compliances 

� Incidence of PE

� Profit Attribution 

methodology



E-COMMERCE & TAXATION – A FOOD FOR THOUGHT

� ALP can’t even be determined for such e-commerce models!

� Impossible to obtain comparables

Disruptive technology by definition brings something new and

unique into widespread use i.e., no comparables

� Incomplete transactional data

In some cases, even what constitutes a transaction for ALP

purposes is itself unclear!

In some cases, too many and too diverse set of transactions to

measure

� What does risk analysis mean in these complicated constructs?

� Burdensome to have documentation and valuation on e-

commerce transactions

� In such a case how can ALP with traditional TP suffice to meet

the taxation of these new e-commerce models?



TRANSFER PRICING APPROACH– BACKGROUND

� Transfer pricing applies whenever two related/associated enterprises
(i.e. a parent company and a subsidiary, or two subsidiaries controlled
by a common parent- trade with each other.

� When the two enterprises establish a price for the transaction, they are
engaging in transfer pricing.

� Transfer pricing is not, in itself, illegal or necessarily abusive. What is
illegal or abusive is transfer mispricing, also known as transfer pricing
manipulation or abusive transfer pricing.

� Transfer mispricing is a form of a more general phenomenon known as
trade mispricing, which includes trade between unrelated or apparently
unrelated parties - an example is re-invoicing.



RECENT CONCERNS IN TRANSFER PRICING APPROACH

� In relation to the shifting of risks and intangibles, the artificial splitting of
ownership of assets between legal entities within a group, and
transactions between such entities that would rarely take place
between independents;

� International mismatches in entity and instrument characterization
including hybrid mismatch arrangements and arbitrage;

� The tax treatment of related party debt-financing, captive insurance and
other inter-group financial transactions;

� Application of treaty concepts to profits derived from the delivery of
digital goods and services;



CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES TO CONFRONTING TRANSFER

MISPRICING

� “Arm’s length” principle: A transfer price should be the same as if the
two enterprises involved were indeed two unrelated parties negotiating
in a normal market, and not part of the same corporate structure.

� The OECD and the United Nations Tax Committee have both endorsed
the “arm’s length” principle, and it is widely used as the basis for
bilateral treaties between governments.

� The arm’s length principle is hard to implement, even with the best
intentions.

� The prevalent "arm's length" approach has been causing substantial
damage to governments around the world hobbling their ability to collect
revenues from the corporate tax system.

� Billions of dollars are wasted annually around the world on
governmental enforcement efforts that have little chance of success,
and on meeting expensive compliance requirements.



TRANSFER PRICING

APPROACH

FORMULARY

APPORTIONMENT

APPROACH

UNITARY

TAXATION

APPROACH

WHO GETS THE PIE?

IS IT TIME TO ADOPT AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH?
[UNITARY TAXATION WITH FORMULA APPORTIONMENT]



TOWARDS AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH……  
A CAUSE & EFFECT RELATION

� Cause: Arm’s length principle is abused and provides tremendous
leeway to minimize tax for multinationals

� Effect: This would prioritize the economic substance of a multinational
and its transactions, instead of prioritizing the legal form in which a
multinational organizes itself and its transactions.

� Echo is heard for alternative approach: What is it? –

�Combined reporting; with

�Formulary apportionment; and

�Unitary Taxation

� These terms may seem complex and baffling, but the
basic principles are quite straightforward, and the system
is far simpler than the ineffective "arm's length" method.



UNITARY TAXATION SYSTEM – AN OVERVIEW



UNITARY TAXATION APPROACH - ELEMENTS

� The unitary approach is based on the assumption that the income of an

enterprise is earned by the enterprise group as a whole and it does not

attempt to identify or quantify how much of it could be said to have been

earned by any of the component parts. Income is apportioned by a formula

using factors which quantify the actual geographical location of its activities

i.e. the real economic activities in each place where they happen

� Unitary approach is based on the principle that tax should be paid according

to where the activities generating the income take place, because taxes help

to make those activities possible (providing education, infrastructure, etc).

� It places a sounder basis on the ‘territorial principle’, according to which

profits are apportioned to the countries where the business activity takes

place.

� The apportionment would be done according to factors measuring real

physical presence in attribution to entities devised by the fertile minds of

lawyers and tax advisers.



UNITARY TAXATION APPROACH - PRE REQUISITE

�Country-by-country reporting: It would require each multinational

corporation to provide the following information:

� The name of each country in which it operates.

� The names of all its subsidiaries and affiliates in each country in which it

operates.

� The performance of each subsidiary and affiliate in every country in which

it operates, without exception.

� The tax charge included in its accounts of each subsidiary and affiliate in

each country in which it operates.

� Details of the cost and net book value of its fixed assets located in each

country in which it operates.

� Details of its gross and net assets for each country in which it operates.

�Country- by country reporting should also disclose if there is deliberate

material mispricing of goods or services across international borders.

(Criteria could be adapted to fit a formula under unitary taxation.)

�This approach of reporting is also extremely valuable in order to try to

determine whether arm’s length principles are being complied with.



UNITARY TAXATION APPROACH - FORMULAE

�Apportionment formulae: The states' apportionment formulae distribute

profit according to the three factors:

� Property

� Payroll

� Sales/Turnover

All of the above in separate factor fractions but the weights the state

attributes to the different factors vary.

�The General form of the formulae thus is represented as:

Pi = Pt * (ci * (Ci/Ct) + li * (Li/Lt)+ si * (Si/St))
where

� Pi denotes the profits apportioned to state I,

� Pt, total profits of the enterprise,

� ci , Ii, si are weights in % attributed to the factors property, payroll, sales

respectively by state I; and

� Ci/Ct, Li/Lt, Si/St represent the portions of property, payroll and sales

located in state I relative to total property/payroll sales of the enterprise.



UNITARY TAXATION APPROACH - ROAD-BLOCK

There are three main obstacles to unitary taxation:

1. Path dependency: The “arm’s length” approach is how the international

tax system has emerged, and there will be great institutional resistance to

change established practices. Still, the alternative of unitary taxation is not

an all-or-nothing approach requiring everyone to adopt it at once. It could

be adopted by some states and not others, or hybrid versions between

Unitary Taxation and the Arm’s Length approach could be adopted as

interim steps

2. Vested interests. Because multinational corporations like having the

leeway to manipulate transfer pricing, they have a strong interest in

maintaining the status quo.

3. Technical issues. There are potentially important technical complexities in 

designing an appropriate formula, and more work needs to be done in this 

area.



SECONDARY AND CORRELATIVE ADJUSTMENTS

DOMESTIC LEGISLATION – INDIAN EXPERIENCE



� Secondary adjustment (also known as constructive dividend) is an

adjustment theory which causes an income in question to be deemed

received by an associated enterprise other than one that is involved in the

controlled transactions that the tax administration is scrutinizing.

� Examples of secondary adjustments:

� Secondary Loan

� Excessive Pricing on Purchases

� Globally, many sovereign countries have resorted to carrying out “secondary

adjustments” in Transfer Pricing only if there is an express and specific

mandate provided in their respective domestic legislation.

� Countries do not undertake “secondary adjustments” in TP as a matter of

practice, without the express blessing of their respective domestic legislation.

SECONDARY AND CORRELATIVE ADJUSTMENTS AND DOMESTIC

LEGISLATION



SECONDARY AND CORRELATIVE ADJUSTMENTS AND DOMESTIC

LEGISLATION

Indian 
Holding Co.

Foreign Wholly 
Owned 

Subsidiary

Outside 

India

Subscription  
of shares of 
Foreign Co.

� SECONDARY ADJUSTMENT – INDIAN EXPERIENCE

� Indian parent company infuses share capital in
the Foreign subsidiary (at premium or at face
value per share in case of negative networth of
subsidiary)

� The Revenue takes a position that the shares
have been issued to the Indian Company at an
overvalued price/more than the fair market
value of the shares;

� The difference between the actual issue price
and the ALP computed by the department is
characterized as:

• Deemed Loan by the Indian Parent -
treated as TP adjustment

• Notional Interest on deemed loan- treated
as TP adjustment

� India does not have an express or specific legislation for inflicting the

“secondary adjustments” currently in vogue. However, in practice, authorities

have been resorting to “secondary adjustments” in India.



SECONDARY AND CORRELATIVE ADJUSTMENTS AND DOMESTIC

LEGISLATION

Foreign 
Holding Co.

Indian  Wholly 
Owned 

Subsidiary

In India

Purchase / 
Subscription of 

shares of Indian Co.

� SECONDARY ADJUSTMENT – INDIAN EXPERIENCE
� Foreign parent company infuses share capital
in the Indian subsidiary (at face value or at
certain value per share arrived using DCF or
other valuation methodology)

� The Revenue takes a position that the shares
have been issued to the Holding Company at
an undervalued price / less that the fair market
value of the shares;

� The difference between the actual issue price
and the ALP computed by the department is
characterized as:

• notional income of the Indian Subsidiary -
treated as TP adjustment

• loan by the Indian Subsidiary to its
Holding Company - notional interest on
such alleged loan treated as the TP
adjustment

� The TP Officer made TP adjustment to the tune of Rs 15,200 Cr on the
international transaction of receipt of Rs 870 Cr towards issue of fresh equity
shares by Shell India stating that there was under-pricing in the issue of shares.

Outside 

India
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